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ABSTRACT
In recent years, cloud computing has become an increasingly
important software delivery paradigm, mainly for reasons
of increased scalability. The scalability benefits are accom-
plished by the capability of autonomously and elastically
scaling up or down so that customer preferences (SLAs)
can be accommodated. For this, performance monitoring
is a prerequisite. Distinction is made between white-box
and black-box monitoring techniques: the former involves
collecting information about the monitored component by
looking at its internals, while the latter only involves ob-
serving the components interfaces.

In practice, cloud provisioning is commonly based on
white-box monitoring. These techniques are costly to de-
velop, since technologies (and providers) offer their own
white-box inspection APIs and are costly to integrate (e.g.,
in a multi-cloud setup involving different providers). In ad-
dition it is not always possible to apply this performance
monitoring technique when dealing with third-party compo-
nents or services.

In this paper, we investigate whether typical SLA-driven
cloud provisioning scenarios can be supported when rely-
ing exclusively on black-box performance monitoring tech-
niques. We perform an experiment in which we apply both
white-box (e.g., CPU usage, load, etc.) and black-box in-
strumentation (e.g., latency of operations, amount of failed
operations, etc.) in a realistic case study, and we discover
clear correlations between some of the obtained white-box
and black-box measurements. As such, we show that black-
box performance monitoring techniques can be used to sup-
port such provisioning scenarios.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6 [MANAGEMENT OF COMPUTING AND IN-
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is increasingly becoming a strategic

choice in the development of applications and services, be-
cause of increased scalability, the pay-as-you-use billing
model, etc. For this reason, cloud providers themselves start
using components, offered by third-party cloud providers,
as building blocks for their applications. This leads to het-
erogeneous multi-cloud applications, where only the neces-
sary amount of resources are acquired from third-party cloud
providers to run an application at customer-defined service
levels. Supporting such SLA-driven cloud provisioning sce-
narios requires a monitoring and provisioning control loop [8]
that involves observing the offered service levels and triggers
reconfiguration, i.e. up- or down-scaling the cloud applica-
tion. In this paper, we focus on the required monitoring
capabilities to realize the above-mentioned cloud provision-
ing control loop.

In component-based software engineering [19], a compo-
nent is defined as: “a non-trivial, nearly independent and
replaceable part of a system that fulfills a clear function
in the context of a well-defined architecture.” Interaction
with a component from the outside happens through a set
of well-defined interfaces. Monitoring approaches in such a
component-based context range from pure white-box mon-
itoring to pure black-box monitoring. A pure white-box
(WB) monitoring technique collects performance measure-
ments about a certain component using information gath-
ered inside that component [14]. A pure black-box (BB)
performance monitoring technique only needs to know the
interface of the component to perform the monitoring activ-
ity [14]. The left side column of Table 1 lists a few categories
of black-box and white-box metrics. Note that black-box
performance monitoring requires the performance metrics
to be collected using another component in the distributed
system that interacts with the service interface of the mon-
itored component.

Monitoring the performance of third-party services (Mon-
itoring phase) to support these SLA-driven provisioning sce-
narios, is often difficult. In most cases, cloud providers only
provide access to the interface of the offered component (e.g.,
a REST API) without any information about the underly-
ing infrastructure or the internal state of the component. A
similar issue arises when the source code of a third-party
component is not available.

Several trade-offs are involved in choosing between white-
box and black-box monitoring. Pure white-box monitoring
gathers most accurate information, but lead towards heavy-
weight, complex components that are hard to integrate, be-



cause of the heterogeneity of all different monitoring API’s.
An example of white-box monitoring in a cloud environment
is given by Google cloud monitoring [15]. This monitor-
ing tool provides plugins to monitor for instance an Elastic-
search database using the Elasticsearch build-in Stats API

[13] (white-box monitoring API). Pure black-box monitor-
ing is promising as the monitoring support is implemented
in middleware and leads to more lightweight components.
The cost of white-box instrumentation in our experiments
turned out to be 6482 lines of code (2%), while only 30 lines
of code were required for black-box instrumentation.

We identified the following three classes of scenarios where
black-box performance monitoring is either promising or
the only viable option: (i) a SaaS provider integrates dif-
ferent third-party components to one SaaS application and
wants to monitor the performance of these integrated com-
ponents, (ii) a SaaS provider uses the services of another
SaaS provider and wants to monitor the performance of
these external services and (iii) a customer wants to moni-
tor a SaaS application to verify whether the service levels,
guaranteed by the SaaS provider, correspond to the ones
observed by the customer.

The above-mentioned scenarios clearly indicate the ad-
vantages of applying black-box performance monitoring. Of
course, the collected black-box metrics need to reflect the
current health state of the application sufficiently accurate
for black-box performance monitoring to be useful after-
all. This paper investigates whether it is possible to support
SLA-driven cloud provisioning scenarios, while relying only
on black-box performance metrics.

We present an experiment where both black-box and
white-box performance monitoring are applied for monitor-
ing the performance of a client interacting with an Elas-
ticSearch database. The results show a clear correlation
between the observed black-box and white-box measure-
ments. This illustrates that black-box performance moni-
toring can be a valid alternative to white-box performance
monitoring to support SLA-driven cloud provisioning sce-
narios. This paper does not present a general performance
monitoring paradigm. Instead, we claim that black-box per-
formance monitoring provides sufficient information about
the achieved SLAs to be useful in SLA driven cloud provi-
sioning scenarios, while the implementation-time and run-
time overhead is rather limited.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 motivates the problem and hypothesis of this paper
in more detail. The concrete experiment setup for the veri-
fication of the hypothesis and the associated results are pre-
sented in Sections 3 and 4. Section 5 gives an overview of
the related work and Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. MOTIVATION: SLA PROVISIONING IN
CLOUDS

The motivation for this paper is based on our findings in a
collaborative research project with industry [12], which in-
volves a multi-cloud Log-Management-as-a-Service (LMaaS)
application. More specifically, we encountered a number
of cloud provisioning-related scenarios in which the SaaS
provider does not have total control over a certain part of
the application, and in which pure white-box monitoring ei-
ther is undesirable or unfeasible:

1. The LMaaS application relies on an ElasticSearch in-
stallation (both privately and publicly hosted, in a
multi-cloud setup). When integrating the private de-
ployment of Elasticsearch, the SaaS offering must in-
tegrate with the white-box inspection APIs of Elastic-
Search (the stats API), which involves substantial im-
plementation overhead, and increases the risk of ven-
dor and technology lock-in.

2. The same applies when the ElasticSearch services are
hosted by a third party provider (Data Storage as a
Service) and integrated into the SaaS application. In
addition, there are no guarantees about access to in-
spection interfaces and there is the additional risk of
provider lock-in (for example, when the provider offers
his own inspection interfaces).

3. Finally, black-box performance monitoring can be ap-
plied by a customer to verify whether the level of ser-
vice delivered to him or her is in accordance with the
SLAs, guaranteed by the cloud provider. This is true
for customers of the LMaaS system, but also in the
context of the second scenario in which the LMaaS
provider himself is a customer of the ElasticSearch ser-
vice provider.

Although these scenarios provide promising arguments in
favor of black-box monitoring, the key question remains
whether black-box metrics can entirely replace white-box
metrics in the context of such cloud provisioning scenarios.

The experiment presented in this paper tests our hypoth-
esis that it is indeed possible to support SLA-driven
cloud provisioning scenarios, while relying only on
black-box performance metrics.

3. EXPERIMENT SETUP
Figure 1 shows the deployment of the experiment1. Three

nodes are involved: the client node, the ElasticSearch node
and the measurements collector node. The client node con-
tains an extended version of the YCSB benchmarking tool
[9], used to evaluate the performance of different NoSQL
storage systems. The YCSB tool supports measuring black-
box metrics about the query executions at the middleware
level. The Elasticsearch node runs a standard installation
of the Elasticsearch database. As the figure indicates, two
interfaces are used to interact with the ElasticSearch service
component. The first one is the query interface, which en-
ables a client to issue queries on the database. The second
one is the ElasticSearch stats API [13], that allows a client
to retrieve white-box performance measurements. Finally,
the measurements collector node provides storage and ag-
gregation support for both white-box and black-box metrics
collected during the experiment.

During the experiment, the extended YCSB tool simulates
a specific amount of users executing queries on the database.
The type of query executed by the YCSB tool in this specific
setup is a read-modify-write operation. All inserted data is
randomly generated. The service request wrapper within
the client component is the middleware collecting black-box
metrics about the query executions. The collected measure-
ments are sent to the measurements collector component
deployed on a third node.
1The code used for this experiment is available at: http://
people.cs.kuleuven.be/~arnaud.schoonjans/arm_2015/



The YCSB benchmarking tool gradually increases the load
on the ElasticSearch service component, by increasing the
query request rate. The load applied during the experiment
is situated between the point where almost no load is ap-
plied to the database system and goes up to right before
the overload point. The experiment is not performed under
overload conditions for two reasons. First of all, it is very
likely that black-box and white-box metrics correlate differ-
ently under non-overload conditions compared to overload
conditions. It might for example be the case that a black-
box and a white-box metric correlate in a linear way when
not overloaded while an exponential relation is found in the
overload part of the load range. Second, the monitored sys-
tem should never go past the overload point since the target
of an autonomous system is to detect hight load and take
action before the overload point is reached (and thus SLA
violation occurs).

The measurements collector component retrieves black-
box measurements from the service request wrapper

component. At the same time, it requests white-box metrics
from the Elasticsearch database node using the Elasticsearch
stats API.

Figure 1: Experiment setup (deployment) used to collect
white-box and black-box measurements from the interaction
with an ElasticSearch database

The black-box and white-box metrics applied during the
experiment are presented in Table 1. The left-hand side col-
umn of this table divides the metrics into several categories,
while the right-hand side column lists the actual metrics2.

To quantify the correlation between these white-box and
black-box performance metrics, the Spearman rank corre-
lation coefficient [10] is calculated for every combination of
white-box and black-box metric highlighted in Table 1. This
is an interesting coefficient for our evaluation, because we
want to quantify the correlation between certain white-box
and black-box metrics, while the type of correlation is not
important (linear, exponential, etc.).

2The white-box metrics mentioned in this table are a subset
of all white-box metrics offered by the ElasticSearch stats
API. The selection of this subset is based on their relation
with performance.

White-box metrics
Load load1, load5, load15

CPU usage cpuUserInMillis,
cpuSysInMillis,
cpuTotalInMillis

Memory usage memResidentInBytes,
memTotalVirtualInBytes

Garbage collection gcTimeYoungInMillis,
gcTimeOldInMillis

JVM Threads amountOfThreadsInJvm
Open files amountOfOpenFileDescriptors

Connections amountOfOpenConnections
Black-box metrics

Latency averageLatencyInMillis,
90percentileLatencyInMillis,
peakLatencyInMillis

Table 1: An overview of the white-box and black-box metrics
measured during the experiment. The metrics selected for
our correlation analysis are shown in bold.

4. RESULTS
This section presents the results from the experiment de-

scribed in section 3. The results show that all metrics in the
same category (eg. load1 (WB), load5 (WB) and load15

(WB)) are correlated, because they for example present the
same metric at a different resolution. The remainder of
this section describes the results for the following metrics
as a representative of their category: load15 (WB) for load,
gcTimeOldInMillis (WB) for garbage collection time, cpu-
UserInMillis (WB) for the CPU usage and the memResi-

dentInBytes (WB) for the memory usage.
The Spearman rank correlation coefficient between each

of the black-box and latency-related white-box metrics are
shown in Table 2. The results indicate a strong correla-
tion between the black-box metrics cpuUserInMillis (WB),
memResidentInBytes (WB), gcTimeOldInMillis (WB) and
amountOfOpenFileDescriptors (WB) and the latency re-
lation white-box metrics. The metrics load15 (WB) and
amountOfOpenConnections (WB) are less strongly correlated
with an absolute correlation coefficient between 0.77 and
0.82. Finally, the amountOfThreadsInJvm (WB) metric has
the worst correlation with each of the latency related white-
box metrics. The Spearman correlation coefficients have val-
ues between 0.57 and 0.58.

To further illustrate the nature of these correlations, the
scatterplots in Figure 2 illustrate the observed relations
between different white-box and black-box metrics. For
each plot, the X-axis contains one of the white-box met-
rics from Table 1, the Y-axis on the other hand gives
the latency in milliseconds for each of the latency-related
black-box metrics (averageLatencyInMillis (BB), 90Per-
centileLatencyInMillis (BB) and peakLatencyInMillis

(BB)). Figures 2a, 2b and 2c illustrate the linear correlation
between the metrics cpuUserInMillis (WB), gcTimeOldIn-
Millis (WB) and amountOfOpenFileDescriptors (WB) and
the latency-related metrics (BB), while an exponential cor-
relation is suggested for the memResidentInbytes (WB),
amountOfThreadsInJvm (WB) and the load15 (WB) metric
in Figures 2d, 2f and 2g. For the amountOfOpenConnections

(WB) metric, given in Figure 2e, a weak linear correlation can
be observed.
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Figure 2: Scatterplots illustrating the correlation between white-box and black-box metrics. The X-axis plots white-box
measurements against three latency-related black-box measurements on the Y-axis.



Black-box metric
Spearman correlation coefficient

averageLatencyInMillis peakLatencyInMillis 90percentileLatencyInMillis
load15 0.82 0.77 0.82

cpuUserInMillis 0.98 0.92 0.98
memResidentInBytes 0.97 0.94 0.97
gcTimeOldInMillis 0.98 0.92 0.98

amountOfThreadsInJvm 0.57 0.58 0.57
amountOfOpenFileDescriptors 0.98 0.92 0.98

amountOfOpenConnections -0.81 -0.78 -0.81
Table 2: Spearman correlation coefficient between black-box metrics and the latency-related white-box metrics (averageLa-
tencyInMillis (BB), 90percentileLatencyInMillis (BB), peakLatencyInMillis (BB))

Table 3 summarizes the main results of our experiment,
assuming that a correlation exists when the absolute value
of the Spearman correlation coefficient is larger than 0.9.

Discussion.
The experiment results show a clear correlation between

some of the black-box and some of the white-box met-
rics. As a consequence, we can now conclude that, for
typical cloud provisioning SLAs which involve these highly-
correlated white-box metrics such as CPU or memory usage,
these scenarios can be accomplished by relying exclusively
on the black-box metrics.

The downside of black-box performance monitoring is that
black-box metrics in most cases only detect the existence of
a performance problem while they cannot identify the source
of the problem. For example, a black-box performance mon-
itoring technique will detect that the latencies of requests to
the monitored component increase, without any knowledge
about the source of the problem. A white-box performance
monitoring technique on the other hand will detect that the
JVM, running the monitored component, is short on mem-
ory causing a high garbage collection overhead. The re-
configuration action is obvious in the white-box monitoring
case, while this is not obvious when performing black-box
monitoring.

Note that exact knowledge of the cause of a performance
issue (for which white-box monitoring is a necessity) is not
always desirable in the context of cloud computing. Indeed,
the response upon detection of SLA violation never involves
searching for and addressing the internal root cause of the
problem but dynamically and elastically up- or downscaling
the cloud service (i.e. ∼re-provisioning).

5. RELATED WORK
Cloud systems by definition involve elastic provisioning

[22]. In many cases, these provisioning scenarios are driven
by SLAs that stipulate performance requirements, availabil-
ity requirements, etc. This requires an SLA monitoring and
provisioning control loop [5, 8, 11]. Such a control loop con-
sists of the following phases [7, 20]: (i) monitoring the per-
formance of a certain component (monitoring phase), (ii)
comparing the observed service levels to the desired service
levels written down in an SLA policy (analyse phase) and
(iii) performing automatic reconfiguration in case of SLA
violations (plan and execute phase). The goal is to auto-
matically up- and down-scale components when required.
Huebscher et al. [17] highlight the different design decisions
in an autonomous system. This includes decisions involving
the selection of adequate metrics, the monitoring strategy

and frequency.
The importance of monitoring in the context of maintain-

ing a component-based distributed system has been pointed
out by many. Mari et al. [19] show that the maintenance
cost of components becomes increasingly important com-
pared to the actual development cost, since distributed sys-
tems are increasingly composed of third-party software com-
ponents. Other related work focuses on the advantages and
the need for black-box performance monitoring in specific
circumstances [2, 4, 6]. Canfora el al. [6] for example, high-
light that white-box performance monitoring becomes dif-
ficult when access to a certain component is limited to its
interface. Aversa et al. [2] on the other hand, point to the
conflict of interest that occurs when monitoring features are
offered by the service provider himself, which provides clear
motivation for the use of black-box performance monitoring
by the customer to verify whether the delivered service level
is in line with the agreed-upon SLA.

Next to that, a significant amount of research has been
performed on black-box performance monitoring within a
distributed system. Several tools have been developed to
perform black-box performance monitoring, operating from
different perspectives and within different contexts. The
monitoring support can be integrated into the hypervisor
[25–27], into the kernel of the OS [23], into the component
itself by putting a wrapper around the components inter-
face [16, 24], into the network by monitoring all messages
passing by [1], etc. Our approach is similar in the sense that
we want to reduce implementation and integration overhead
of monitoring support, but our approach assumes that we
do not have any access to the monitored system or infras-
tructure.

Some research has been done in the development of tools
that use black-box performance monitoring during the de-
ployment phase [3, 18]. Kuperberg et al. [18], for example,
estimate the performance of a black-box component. This is
accomplished by analysing the bytecode of the component
and comparing these values to the execution time of certain
bytecode on a specific deployment platform. As a conse-
quence, the performance of an application can be predicted
without specific knowledge of the component source code.

Finally, Mdhaffar et al. [21] propose a combination of
black-box and white-box monitoring by instrumenting the
client and the server application using aspect oriented pro-
gramming. As such, they perform end-to-end monitoring,
while the combination of black-box and white-box monitor-
ing allows the monitoring infrastructure to make a distinc-
tion between execution time (server side computations) and
communication time (network overhead). This shows that a
combination of both monitoring techniques is also valuable.



Black-box metrics white-box metrics Type of correlation
Latency CPU usage, garbage collection, open files Linear
Latency memory usage Exponential
Latency JVM threads, load, connections No strong correlation exists

Table 3: Overview: type of correlation between white-box and black-box metric categories

6. CONCLUSION
This paper provides empirical evidence that it is indeed

possible, for the case study presented in this paper, to collect
sufficient information about the load on a certain component
only using black-box monitoring techniques. We can con-
clude that black-box performance monitoring can be valu-
able for component developers and integrators. Develop-
ers are not required to instrument components with heavy-
weight, costly white-box performance monitoring support.
Component integrators on the other hand are not required
to care about the monitoring support provided by a third-
party component or third-party service provider, because
black-box performance monitoring is always feasible. This
way, black-box performance monitoring can be a good addi-
tion to white-box performance monitoring in case white-box
monitoring is applicable or a good alternative in case white-
box performance monitoring is not an option.

In future work, we will extend and repeat our experiment
considering for example conditions of network failure, net-
work saturation, etc. As such, we will try to find out whether
black-box performance monitoring is able to notice these
network-related problems.
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